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**PRO-FARM LAW POSTER**

**Punjab BJP uses protesting farmer’s image**

Haryana Government has released a series of 39 pictures to portray the state’s farmers as demoralised. The 39 pictures are set to portray the farmers and a ‘leader’, in their campaign against the new farm laws, as being different from their real selves. The campaign was launched by Khalsa Struggle for Rights on Tuesday in the wake of the farmers’ protest against the new farm laws, which has reached its third week.

**KISAN DIWAS**

**SAD workers to participate in mass one-hundred strike on December 23**

**PUNJAB**

On the occasion of Kisan Ki Daawat, the Punjab government has decided to organise a massive protest against the new farm laws. The SAD members have been given the task of ensuring maximum participation in the rallies. The farmers will be protesting in all districts of the state on December 23, the Kisan Ki Daawat. The chief minister of Punjab, Captain Amarinder Singh, has made it clear that the rally will be peaceful, but if there is any provocation, the police will use all necessary force to maintain law and order.

**ARCHBISHOP’S STATEMENT**

**Haryana to conduct online monthly assessment of students of class I to VIII**

Haryana government has already started preparations to conduct online monthly assessments for students of class I to VIII. The government has been working on this for some time and has already Come to know that the students who have participated in the assessments have given very positive feedback. The government has decided to start the online assessments next month and will continue them till the end of the academic year.

**IM-R TO LAUNCH FIVE YEAR INTEGRATED Mba COURSE**

**Institute of Management Ranchi**

The Institute of Management Ranchi (IM-R) has already started preparing for its five-year integrated MBA course. The institute is all set to start the course from next academic year.

**Over 300 farmers benefited in farmers’ fair by BAU IIT**

**Shiv Saini**

The Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) has organised a farmers’ fair on its premises to benefit the farmers of the region. The fair has been organised under the banner of the “Farmers’ Day” and has been attended by farmers from different parts of the country. The farmers had the opportunity to buy and sell their produce and interact with each other. The fair was inaugurated by the chief minister of Jharkhand, Hemant Soren, who said that the fair would help the farmers to improve their income and livelihood.

**CHANDIGARH**

**30.2% of the Shivalik region’s land is occupied by forest.**

The Shivalik region of Punjab and Haryana has a significant contribution to the state’s forest cover. According to a recent study, 30.2% of the Shivalik region’s land is occupied by forest. The region is known for its rich biodiversity and is home to many rare and endangered species. The study also highlights the importance of protecting the region’s forest cover to maintain the ecosystem and biodiversity.

**IMR**

**Rajasthan govt to start 10 permanent campuses in the state.**

The Rajasthan government has decided to start 10 permanent campuses in the state to cater to the increasing demand for higher education. The government has already started preparations for the new campuses and is planning to complete the construction of the first three campuses by 2023.
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STAFF REPORTER | RAIPUR

Complaints of candidates providing false domicile certificates in Medical Colleges through fake domicile certificates have been received. Chhattisgarh Health and Family Welfare Minister T.S. Singh Deo said on Tuesday that action would be taken against such candidates.

The developer between 2011-12 and 2014-15 published the advertisement for electrification in the project, an official from the department said. The Promoter of Varanasi Builders Pvt. Ltd had provided permission to Adaguardiance Green real estate project in Saini village of Kumbharia tehsil in Durg district.

STAFF REPORTER | RAIPUR

The Chhattisgarh Real Estate Regulatory Authority (RERA) has directed action against colonizers in Chhattisgarh.

The developer between 2011-12 and 2014-15 published the advertisement for electrification in the project, an official from the department said. The Promoter of Varanasi Builders Pvt. Ltd had provided permission to Adaguardiance Green real estate project in Saini village of Kumbharia tehsil in Durg district.
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C’garh’s new SOP for those coming from UK

The lowest number is in the Chhattisgarh from the UK entering the state.

A leading news of a new strain of coronavirus discovered in the United Kingdom, the Chhattisgarh government on Tuesday issued a fresh SOP (standard operating procedure) for travelers entering the state.

People coming to Chhattisgarh from the UK via air, road, rail or other ways must undergo RT-PCR test, entering Chhattisgarh, a press release said. The vaccine is available for free at government hospitals.

The release said that after the patient recovers, the patient should be advised to stay at home for 14 days.
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Prajapati for the first time briefly addressed the press in Benaras on Wednesday. He informed the gatherings about the location of the convict and his whereabouts.

He added that the Prime Minister also conveyed his best wishes to the people of the state. "The Prime Minister also congratulated the people of the state on the occasion of their birthday," he said.

The Prime Minister also highlighted the achievements of the government in the last 10 years. He said that the government has undertaken several initiatives to improve the lives of the people of the state. He added that the government has focused on providing quality education, healthcare, and infrastructure to the people of the state.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of unity and harmony in the state. He said that the government has played a crucial role in promoting unity and harmony in the state. He added that the government has taken several initiatives to promote religious and cultural diversity in the state.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of protecting the environment. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to promote sustainable development and protect the environment.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of empowering women and girls. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to empower women and girls and has worked towards creating an enabling environment for them.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the livelihood of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the livelihood of the people of the state, including providing financial assistance and creating job opportunities.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the infrastructure in the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the infrastructure in the state, including providing funds for road development and improving water supply and sanitation.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the health of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the health of the people of the state, including providing funds for health infrastructure and improving the quality of healthcare services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the education of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the education of the people of the state, including providing funds for educational infrastructure and improving the quality of educational services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the agriculture of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the agriculture of the people of the state, including providing funds for agricultural research and improving the quality of agricultural services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the tourism of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the tourism of the people of the state, including providing funds for tourism infrastructure and improving the quality of tourism services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the industry of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the industry of the people of the state, including providing funds for industrial infrastructure and improving the quality of industrial services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the transportation of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the transportation of the people of the state, including providing funds for transportation infrastructure and improving the quality of transportation services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the power of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the power of the people of the state, including providing funds for power infrastructure and improving the quality of power services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the communication of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the communication of the people of the state, including providing funds for communication infrastructure and improving the quality of communication services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the social security of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the social security of the people of the state, including providing funds for social security infrastructure and improving the quality of social security services.

The Prime Minister also emphasized the importance of improving the employment of the people of the state. He said that the government has taken several initiatives to improve the employment of the people of the state, including providing funds for employment infrastructure and improving the quality of employment services.
Sastry, who was innocent, Sephy broke into the house and killed her. She found the body in the room and reported it to the police. The police investigation revealed that the murder was committed by an unknown person.

The murder of the 16-year-old girl, who was murdered in the same manner as her mother, shocked the entire country. People from all walks of life expressed their condolences and called for justice for the victim. The interviewing team said that they were confident that justice would be done and the murderer would be brought to justice.

The case was handed over to the Special Investigation Team (SIT) of the Uttar Pradesh Police. They conducted a thorough investigation and collected evidence that led to the arrest of one person, identified as Qasim Shaikh.

Qasim Shaikh, a 32-year-old man from Aligarh, was arrested on January 19, 1993. He confessed to the murder of the two girls and revealed that he had a grudge against their family. He said that he had a conflict with their family and wanted to teach them a lesson.

The case was transferred to the Supreme Court and the top court constituted a Special Court to try the case. The Special Court was set up under the Special Courts (Trial of Offences) Act, 1974.

The Special Court conducted a thorough investigation and collected evidence. The murder was committed in the Nandita Lane area of Aligarh on March 27, 1992. The Kerala government didn’t have any information about the murder until the next day.

The Special Court convicted Qasim Shaikh and sentenced him to death. The case was appealed to the Supreme Court, which upheld the conviction and sentence.

Qasim Shaikh’s appeal was dismissed by the Supreme Court on January 8, 2001. He was executed on January 15, 2001, by hanging.

The murder of the two girls was a big blow to the community and it created a lot of fear and作了。
Inbound doldrums

With the inbound tourism non-existent this year, locales which depended on foreign tourists find themselves struggling for survival. On 16 March 2020, when the coronavirus infections in India were still concentrated in Delhi and Kerala, tourists in Rajasthan began the first cluster of COVID-19 cases in India. No one had any conception that the virus would turn into a pandemic. But within a few months, the tourism sector went into a tailspin.

In Goa, the flow of domestic Indian tourists and white-collar migrants who have made Goa their holiday spot, to the destination of holidaying, has dried up. Goa and Kerala, both tourist-dependent states, are one of the few states where the tourism sector does not have to rely on international tourist inflows. Even in these states, the tourism sector is in a tailspin.

Following the travel ban enforced by the government, the situation for the tourism sector looks bleak. The Indian government’s action to ban international travel has hit the tourism sector hard. As per the guidelines, international tourists are not allowed to enter India. This has left the tourism sector in a bind.

Nepal has a long, shared history with India

There is a strong connection between these two countries.

New COVID-19 strain

The new variant of Coronavirus is spreading in the UK and has been identified in at least 20 other countries. The new variant is spreading in the UK and has been identified in at least 20 other countries. It is not yet known whether the new variant is more transmissible or more severe than other variants of the virus. However, experts are monitoring the situation closely and taking steps to prevent its spread.

There are some concerns between Shrikanth Reddy and Virendra Singh, who are part of the Opposition. The Opposition is accusing the government of not doing enough to contain the virus.

There are positives and negatives in the current situation. On the one hand, the government is being criticized for not taking enough measures to control the spread of the virus. However, the government is also being praised for its efforts to contain the spread of the virus.

There has been a rise in the number of COVID-19 cases in India. There are many concerns about the virus, and the government is working to control the spread of the virus.

There are many concerns about the virus, and the government is working to control the spread of the virus. The government is taking steps to contain the spread of the virus, and the public is being urged to take precautions to prevent the spread of the virus.
Humanity hurtling towards a climate crisis

The world’s environmental conservation challenges cut out. It must forge a resilient strategy for 2021 and beyond

FARAH DARRAJ

The COVID-19 pandemic has taken a toll on our mental health and our societies; it has exposed and exacerbated the effects of climate change. While the COVID-19 pandemic has been the dominant news story, the impacts of climate change have not diminished. The Pacific islands and the Brazilian Amazon are two regions that have been hit hard by the COVID-19 pandemic, and the impacts of climate change have also been severe. The Pacific islands have been hit by a series of hurricanes, while the Amazon has experienced a series of forest fires.

The COVID-19 pandemic has also highlighted the importance of protecting the environment. The pandemic has shown that we need to be more resilient and adaptable, and that we need to be able to respond quickly to new challenges. The pandemic has also highlighted the importance of investing in the environment, and of investing in the health of our communities.

The COVID-19 pandemic has also highlighted the importance of protecting the environment. The pandemic has shown that we need to be more resilient and adaptable, and that we need to be able to respond quickly to new challenges. The pandemic has also highlighted the importance of investing in the environment, and of investing in the health of our communities.
UK scientists probe new Covid variant’s spread in children

WASHINGTON, The Trump administration on Monday endorsed plans by Russia and other countries with military bases on the far side of the world to launch a new round of missile tests. The move comes as the US prepares to withdraw from an international treaty that has been widely seen as a cornerstone of arms control.

While Europe to convert member states over new Covid variant

Cambogian, Denmark, The Labor Party (L) (K) (in red) in Europe said Tuesday that the UK had not followed the scientific advice of the new coronavirus variant. The UK government’s official Covid-19 advisory body, the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunity (JCVI), recommended delaying the rollout of the new variant in the UK.

BioNTech: Can make mutation-blocking vaccine in 6 weeks

AP PHOTOS

One death every 33 seconds in US’ deadliest Covid-19 so far: report

Washington, In the United States, one death every 33 seconds from Covid-19 has been reported since the start of the pandemic, according to a new report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

US publishes list of Chinese, Russian firms with military ties

The US government on Wednesday published a list of Chinese and Russian companies with military ties, in what it said was a response to the new coronavirus pandemic.

Russia summons senior EU diplomats over Kremlin critic’s arrest

St. Petersburg, Russia’s foreign ministry summoned senior EU diplomats on Tuesday over the arrest of a Kremlin critic.

EU-UK leaders seek way out of Brexit trade impasse

BRUSSELS, EU and UK leaders are set to meet in Brussels on Friday to try to break the deadlock over a potential no-deal Brexit.

UK working to unblock borders ‘as fast as possible’: Boris

Boris Johnson, the UK’s prime minister, said on Tuesday that the government was working to unblock borders as ‘fast as possible’ to allow for travel. The prime minister spoke as the country continues to grapple with the new Covid-19 variant, which has been detected in at least 30 nations.
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With the dates for Boards to be announced in March 2021, there is a lot of angst among the students. BHARTI GOYAL shares tips that will come in handy for them.

T he Royal exams are valued as the foun- 
dation of a child’s future in the Indian 
educational system. Apart from the academic aspect, the country has a special focus on the students of classes 10 and 12. The outcome of these exams is important in the event that they decide their future course of action. Millions of students across the country have put in their hard work and devotion toonday exams, which are now being canceled. And hence, the students lost cre-de.

Nonetheless, there is no reason for students to lose their motivation looking at excellent results in the summation. To make the job easier for students, it is essential to keep their lifestyle as normal as possible. Consider it their personal time to come out from the clutches of the syllabus. Meanwhile, schools are making all efforts to help students in completing the course. Now, the students must follow certain tips to prepare something that helps them score well.

Prepare a time table, stick to it: First and foremost, prepare your study calendar that is aligned with your lifestyle style. Rather than jumping to other books, do the same with your timetable. Also, students should prepare short reminders of their timetable to underline (or highlight) the crucial sessions to summarize their study in the best method.

To thrash out weaknesses, take tests every week: To become ready for the exam day, a student must take several tests throughout the year to maintain their confidence. This will not just help in revision but also improve your time management skills. You may also consider taking data from other sources as a material as explaining answers to someone he has been taught helps you understand better. As an academician, you are expected to undertake student work to make them study. Rather than just reading books, students should try examining the data from an external environment and the external processing and use of data from an analysis. Thus, the management even more important.

To thrash out weaknesses, take tests every week: To become ready for the exam day, a student must take several tests throughout the year to maintain their confidence. This will not just help in revision but also improve your time management skills. You may also consider taking data from other sources as a material as explaining answers to someone he has been taught helps you understand better. As an academician, you are expected to undertake student work to make them study. Rather than just reading books, students should try examining the data from an external environment and the external processing and use of data from an analysis. Thus, the management even more important.

The study of Information Management takes the management of information as a necessity in the 21st century, from the socio-economic, cultural, and technological perspectives of information management. The study of information management also includes the management of information in organizations (e.g. transaction data, and external environ-
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While information has always been prized as an asset, a number of reasons are making information management even more important in the digital context. DR JONATHAN FOSTER tells you what it makes a lucrative option.
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t is important to know what skills are necessary for the position that one has applied to. ANKIT SHYAMSUKHA shares tips that will help aspirants to land their dream job.

Digital skills have opened up new avenues for students. The current generation of students are being trained to solve problems using technology in every field. Although the role of arts in schools and higher education is still being debated, the advent of technology has opened up new opportunities for students.

The Faculty of Engineering at the University of Wits in South Africa recognized academic excellence in digital skills by offering scholarships to students entering the school. These digital science students are being trained to solve problems in the future world of work, which is defined by software, algorithms, and data science.

One of the most important skills that students need to possess is the ability to work in a team. This is a critical skill in the modern workplace, where teams need to collaborate and innovate to solve complex problems. In addition, students need to have strong communication and analytical skills, which are essential for success in any field.

For full details and terms, please visit the website of the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Wits.

For the Faculty of Engineering, Engineering at the University of Wits, engineering students, digital science.

TELECALLING AT MY PROFESSIONAL
Location: Work From Home
Number: 9800-715-9000 per month
URL: lebatch.in/3r5k7
CUSTOMER SERVICE (OPERATIONS) AT HAPSALES
Location: Work From Home
Number: 9800-715-1500 per month
URL: lebatch.in/3r5k7
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (SALES) AT BHABOY
Location: Work From Home
Number: 9800-715-3000 per month
URL: lebatch.in/3r5k7
CONTENT WRITING AT EXETER
Location: Work From Home
Number: 9800-715-0500 per month
URL: lebatch.in/3r5k4
MARKETING AT EXETER, HEALTH TECH
Location: Work From Home
Number: 9800-715-5000 per month
URL: lebatch.in/3r5k4
Application Deadline: Application deadline: The last day to apply for the scholarship is March 19, 2023.

In brief

PEARSON UG ENTRANCE EXAM ACROSS INDIA

The Pearson VUE, the global leader in delivering assessments and delivering assessments, announced the launch of the entrance exam for the academic year 2023. The exam will be conducted in English and will cover a wide range of subjects, including science, mathematics, and social science.

For more information, please visit the website of Pearson VUE.

REAL TIME FLOOD FORECASTING BY IIT MADRAS

The Indian Institute of Technology Madras (IIT Madras) is using real-time flood forecasting and management to help mitigate the impact of floods in the Indian subcontinent. The institute’s flood forecasting system uses real-time data from satellites, rain gauges, and other sensors to predict the likelihood and severity of floods in the region.

For more information, please visit the website of IIT Madras.

MATH IS GREAT: HOW TO GET THE PERFECT SCORE

For many, math is a subject that gives them nightmares. However, by following a few basic tips, one will fall in love with numbers, says ANITA KISHOR.

Mathematics is an incredibly important subject. It has incredible power and can be used to solve problems in various domains. One of the best ways to understand mathematics is to break it down into smaller, more manageable concepts. To achieve this, students should focus on understanding the basic principles of math, such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Additionally, students should focus on understanding the underlying concepts of math, such as patterns, relationships, and functions. By focusing on these concepts, students can build a strong foundation in mathematics.

For more information, please visit the website of the Institute of Mathematical Sciences.
Australians living in India woke up to the news that India had beaten England in their Test series. For those away from home, the series was a reminder of the love and hate that characterise a relationship that has lasted for 126 years. Four Test matches and three ODIs have now been played, and Australia has lost all of them.

**Smith advises Defeat India to forget Adelaide debacle & keep moving forward**

Steve Smith advised the locals to forget about their defeats in Adelaide and move on.

**Sale of Woolworths evident in Adelaide**

The sale of Woolworths supermarket in Adelaide was evident on the day of the match.

**New CAC formed at AGM will conduct interview of selectors**

New Delhi: The BCCI's general body on Thursday will form a new Cricket Advisory Committee (CAC), which will pick three national selectors, excluding the ones against England, starting February.

**New Zealand win in Southampton to keep up competitive edge in England**

New Zealand defeated India by 241 runs in the second Test match to keep up their competitive edge in England.

**Loco, old train, and rails: A nostalgic look at India’s railway heritage**

Loco, old train, and rails: A nostalgic look at India’s railway heritage.

**Tommy’s double whammy sinks Hammars**

Tommy’s double whammy sinks Hammars.

**Raina regains unительiential, ‘unfortunate’ Incident in Mumbai**

Raina regains unительiential, ‘unfortunate’ Incident in Mumbai.

**MCG pitch will suit Shah a lot more: Hussey**

MCG pitch will suit Shah a lot more: Hussey.
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